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TEMPERATURE ACTIVATABLE INDICIA REVEAL COVER

^
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e «—* -oh carrier are prepared by printing many unils
'0. » * sheet, pnn„n8 . ,hermochrom . ^ ^

•he sheet ,„,„ separate carriers each containing „ne of thc unjts .

A disadvantage of .his method of manufacture is ,ha. i, retire, re.a,ively
la ^volumes ,0 provide an economic „„i, cos, ,o the end user and ,h" method reaves skilled and speciaiised knowiedge of the art to produce acommercially acceptable product.

According ,0 the present iuvention, there is provided a temperature
actable indicia reveal cover comprising a see-through suhstrate^
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* "* **"•« - is obscured fromv- y the substance, the substance being such as l0 piss visiWe

™
-en heated ,0 a Pre-de,errai„ed .empera.ure so tha, the Idicia ^ ^

lowing is a description, by way of^ ^^ ^,e ac i„g drawjng> whjch js a djagrammatic
method ofcrrytng the invention into effect.

30 Referring
,0 the drawing, there is shown cover , comprising a substrate 2
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substrate 2 is coated on a surface thereof with a thermochromic

substance 3 of such characteristic that the thermochromic substance 3 does

not pass visible light until heated to, or beyond, a predetermined

temperature, when the thermochromic substance 3 becomes clear. The

5 substrate 2 is also provided, on a surface thereof opposite the surface

carrying the thermochromic substance 3, with a pressure sensitive or heat

set adhesive 4. The adhesive 4 is covered by a cover sheet 5 of siliconised

or glassine paper.

10 The arrangement is such, that the cover sheet 5 is removed to expose the

pressure sensitive adhesive 4 and the substrate 2 is applied to a surface

(not shown) having a message printed thereon whereby the substrate 2

covers the message. Since the thermochromic substance 3, in a normal

state, is opaque, the message of the surface is obscured by the

15 thermochromic substance 3. However, if the substrate 2 is heated, for

example by rubbing with the hands causing friction and raising the

temperature of the thermochromic substance 3 beyond the temperature at

which the thermochromic substance 3 becomes clear, the message on the

surface below the substrate 2 will be visible when viewed in the direction

20 of the arrow A.

Preferably, the substrate 2 comprises a web and the thermochromic

substance 3 is also a web of corresponding width. The substrate web may

have the pressure sensitive adhesive 4 coated on a surface thereof reverse

25 to the surface carrying the thermochromic substance 3 and the pressure

sensitive adhesive 4 may be formed into discrete areas. The cover sheet 5

may also be in the form of a web. The combined layers 2, 3, 4 and 5

provide a laminate which may be further processed using dye and kiss

cutting tools to punch out different shapes.

30
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layer 6 which may be of a H,rr.„„, i
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CLAIMS

A temperature activatable indicia reveal cover comprising a see-

through substrate carrying a thermochromic substance and an

adhesive whereby the substrate is attachable to a surface by the

adhesive and the surface is obscured from view by the substance, the

substance being such as to pass visible light when heated to a pre-

determined temperature so that the indicia carried on the surface is

viewable through the combined substrate and substance.

A cover as claimed in claim 1 wherein there is provided a release

sheet in peelable contact with the adhesive.

A cover as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein there is provided a

second thermochromic substance.

A temperature activatable indicia reveal cover substantially as

hereinbefore describe and as illustrated in the accompanying

drawings.
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